Deep in Nazi territory: Charlie company has penetrated far into an ancient forest to strike at the heart of the Reich’s latest secret weapons programme - but all is not as it seems...

2nd platoon crept into a ruined monastery, which according to intelligence, hid the Nazi base - the place was vast!

Captain Bloodash of Charlie company peered through the binoculars... it was all too quiet for a secret weapons base...

The men were nervous as they made their way through the maze of ruins.

Corporal, tell MacIntyre to get his mortars ready!

Pass the word, move out!
There's something wrong about this place.

1st platoon were already deep inside the ruins.

Watch that tower...

US infantry companies carried more firepower than most units in WW2...

...3rd platoon were getting into covering position.

What is this place...

Meanwhile Charlie Co's scouts led by Sergeant Carter edged closer to the underground entrance.

The sarge reached the dark tunnel entrance with Mackenzie & Gruber.

Can it, Gruber!
ACHTUNG! VAIT FOR OUR KOMMAND!

The guards of outpost #39, under the watchful eye of Sturmbannfuhrer Ritter, were ready...

- 1st platoon’s point man sensed something...!

Corp. Vasquez, young but steady brought up the rest of the scouts.

Jones, get the HMG set up now!

A sudden wind moaned eerily through the ruins and a strange mist began to pour from the tunnels.

Snipers in position!
Too late... 3rd Platoon were caught in the open.

1st Platoon were ambushed...!

Then from the vaults below... menacing masked NAZI's emerged!

A maniacal laugh and the rumble of engines heralded true terror!

Charlie Co. was caught in withering crossfire.
MORE MASKED NAZI’S, CLUTCHING STRANGE WEAPONS EMERGED FROM THE UNDERGROUND VAULTS AND BEGAN THE HUNT FOR SURVIVORS!

OH GOD! THEY'RE EVERYWHERE!

KRAK! KRAK!

THE SURVIVORS Fought A DESPERATE REAR GUARD BATTLE TO ESCAPE

JONES WAS BLAZING AWAY WITH THE HMG TO COVER THE SQUAD

JONES, WE'RE LEAVING!

THACKA!-THACKA!-THACKA!

COVERING FIRE!!

KRAK! KRAK!

THACKA!-THACKA!-THACKA!

LED BY A CRAZED LEADER, THE MASKED NAZI’S PURSUED THEM RELENTLESSLY...
Give it to Vasquez, he got a lot of guys out alive that day...

But the bullets only slowed the masked Nazi's down...

Were they some kind of new weapon... armoured? Drugged? Or something much, much worse?

Find out what happens next in EP2. Will Charlie company survive?!

They had no choice but to run, faced with... those things. Vasquez got the survivors through the maze of ruins and into the forest... and that was just the start of their nightmare...
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The Secret War Continues...
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Lead your heroes to the beaches of Dunkirk as the Nazis attempt to unleash an ancient evil.

Includes new rules and equipment for Achtung! Cthulhu.

An essential standalone accessory for any wartime Keeper.

Don’t miss the second adventure in this heart-pounding wartime campaign!
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